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Measurements and Analysis of Angular
Characteristics and Spatial Correlation for
High-Speed Railway Channels
Tao Zhou, Member, IEEE, Cheng Tao, Member, IEEE, Sana Salous, Senior Member, IEEE,
and Liu Liu, Member, IEEE
Abstract— Spatial characteristics of the propagation channel1
have a vital impact on the application of multi-antenna tech-2
niques. This paper analyzes angular characteristics and the3
spatial correlation for high-speed railway (HSR) channels, based4
on a novel moving virtual antenna array (MVAA) measurement5
scheme. The principle of the MVAA scheme is deeply investigated6
and is further verified by a theoretical geometry-based stochastic7
model. Using the MVAA scheme, virtual single-input multiple-8
output (SIMO) channel impulse response data are derived from9
single-antenna measurements in typical HSR scenarios, involving10
viaduct, cutting, and station. Based on the SIMO channel data,11
angle of arrival is extracted according to the unitary estimation12
of signal parameters by the rotational invariance techniques13
algorithm, and is compared with the theoretical result. Moreover,14
power angular spectrum and root mean square (rms) angular15
spread (AS) are provided, and the rms AS results are statistically16
modeled and comprehensively compared. In addition, spatial17
correlation is calculated and analyzed, and a rms AS-dependent18
spatial correlation model is newly proposed to describe the19
relationship between the angular dispersion and the spatial20
correlation. The presented results could be used in multi-antenna21
channel modeling and will facilitate the assessment of multi-22
antenna technologies for future HSR mobile communication23
systems.24
Index Terms— High-speed railway channel, virtual antenna25
array, angualr characteristics, spatial correlation, channel26
modeling.27
I. INTRODUCTION28
AS WITH the previous generation systems, the upcoming29 fifth-generation (5G) mobile communication system will30
cover not only conventional cellular scenarios but also high31
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mobility scenarios, such as highway, subway, and high-speed 32
railway (HSR) [1]. Although 5G aims at delivering a consistent 33
experience across a variety of scenarios, it is a great challenge 34
for 5G solutions to provide a satisfactory service to passengers 35
on high-speed trains at a speed of up to 500 km/h [2]. Thus, the 36
application of 5G techniques in HSR scenarios are attracting 37
more attention. 38
It is expected that 5G will be able to support 0.1∼1 Gbps 39
user experienced data rate and tens of Gbps peak data 40
rate [3]. In order to meet the requirement of such high AQ:241
data rate, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and massive 42
MIMO [4], which exploit the spatial domain of mobile fad- 43
ing to enhance system capacity, will be the key supporting 44
techniques in 5G. Intuitively, the HSR is not a favorable 45
environment for using multi-antenna techniques, due to the 46
line-of-sight (LOS) dominance [5]. However, there exist a 47
wide variety of propagation scenarios on HSR, such as urban, 48
suburban, rural, hilly, as well as a number of special scenarios 49
like cutting, viaduct, tunnel, station, and so on, some of which 50
could have rich scattering and reflecting components [6]. 51
To apply the multi-antenna techniques on HSR, it is quite 52
necessary to investigate spatial characteristics in various HSR 53
scenarios. 54
The spatial characteristics of the propagation channel can 55
be classified into two categories: angular characteristics and 56
spatial correlation. The former is an indispensable part in 57
spatial channel modeling, while the latter is a popular parame- 58
ter to evaluate the performance of multi-antenna techniques. 59
So far, most of the studies have concentrated on the large- 60
scale fading, delay dispersion and frequency dispersion in HSR 61
channels [7]–[11]. However, there are few works referring to 62
the spatial characteristics in the HSR environments. Angular 63
characterization for HSR channel was first presented in [12] 64
where root mean square (RMS) angular spread (AS) was 65
obtained from single-input multiple-output (SIMO) measure- 66
ments using the relay coverage (RC) scheme. Although the 67
well-known WINNER II model [13] includes the RMS AS 68
result into the D2a scenario which is regarded as a kind of 69
fast train scenario, it does not specify the applicable HSR 70
scenarios, e.g., viaduct, cutting or station. In [14], multi- 71
antenna measurements considering the direct coverage (DC) 72
scheme were conducted for analyzing angle of arrival (AOA) 73
and RMS AS parameters in specific HSR environments, 74
including an agricultural area and a hilly district. However, 75
the angular characteristics derived from the DC measurement 76
1524-9050 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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embody the effect of scatterers and reflectors inside the77
train carriage, which cannot represent the realistic angular78
dispersion in the outdoor propagation environment of HSR.79
Based on a 2×2 MIMO RC measurement in HSR viaduct80
scenarios, [15] initially discussed the spatial correlation of81
the HSR channel, which shows that the correlation coefficient82
varies from a higher value to a lower value as the train83
moves far away from base station (BS). In addition, some84
theoretical channel models, such as geometry-based stochastic85
model (GBSM) [16]–[18] and propagation graph-based86
model [19], [20], have been used to analyze the spatial charac-87
teristics in numerous HSR environments. Although the theory-88
based models are convenient for the analysis and simulation89
of the multi-antenna channel, they still need the support of90
actual measurement data.91
It is well-known that performing multi-antenna channel92
measurements on HSR is highly difficult because of some93
measurement constraints [21]. The lack of multi-antenna94
measurement data leads to a huge gap of the spatial char-95
acteristics on HSR multi-antenna channel modeling and96
performance evaluation. To overcome the difficulty of the97
HSR multi-antenna channel measurements, a moving virtual98
antenna array (MVAA) measurement scheme has been99
proposed and verified in [22], which employs a single antenna100
to simulate multiple virtual antennas. A similar scheme101
was applied in MIMO and massive MIMO measurements102
for indoor static scenarios [23], [24]. According to the103
MVAA scheme, AOA estimation was implemented based on104
single-antenna measurements in HSR viaduct scenarios [25].105
However, the specific HSR spatial characteristics are not106
given.107
To fill the aforementioned research gaps, this paper provides108
detailed analysis of angular characteristics and spatial correla-109
tion in typical HSR scenarios, involving viaduct, cutting, and110
station. The major contributions and novelties of this paper111
are as follows.112
1) The MVAA scheme is deeply investigated and is further113
verified by a GBSM from the theoretical perspective. Accord-114
ing to single-antenna measurements and the validated MVAA115
scheme, virtual SIMO channel data in the three HSR scenarios116
are generated for spatial characterization.117
2) The AOA and power angular spectrum (PAS) are118
extracted depending on the virtual SIMO channel data. The119
RMS AS is obtained and statistically modeled, and compared120
in various HSR scenarios. The acquired RMS AS results will121
be useful for HSR multi-antenna channel modeling.122
3) The spatial correlation in the three HSR environments123
is analyzed, and the RMS AS-dependent spatial correlation124
model is proposed to describe the relationship between the125
angular dispersion and the spatial correlation, which will126
facilitate HSR multi-antenna technique evaluation.127
The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. Section II128
highlights the MVAA measurement scheme. In Section III, the129
virtual SIMO measurement data are acquired. Angular char-130
acteristics and spatial correlation are presented in Section IV131
and Section V, respectively. Finally, conclusions are drawn in132
Section VI.133
Fig. 1. Channel sounding schemes. (a) SISO scheme. (b) Full parallel
scheme. (c) Semi-sequential scheme. (d) Fully sequential scheme. (e) MVAA
scheme.
II. MOVING VIRTUAL ANTENNA ARRAY 134
MEASUREMENT SCHEME 135
A. Principle 136
In radio channel sounding, a known signal that repeats 137
at a rate twice the highest expected Doppler shift is trans- 138
mitted, and the received signal is analyzed to extract the 139
channel impulse response (CIR). The SISO channel sounding 140
scheme that employs a single transmitter (TX) and a single 141
receiver (RX) is most commonly used, as displayed in 142
Fig. 1(a). For conventional multi-antenna channel sounding 143
schemes, they can be classified into three categories [26], as 144
shown in Fig. 1(b)-(d): 1) Full parallel scheme at both the TX 145
and at the RX using a number of orthogonal techniques such 146
as code division multiplexing (CDM) and frequency division 147
multiplexing (FDM); 2) Semi-sequential scheme with time 148
division multiplexing (TDM) at the TX only with parallel 149
receive channels; 3) Fully sequential scheme with TDM at 150
both ends of the link. The full parallel scheme is capa- 151
ble of measuring time-variant channels without restriction. 152
However, for TDM schemes, due to the sequential nature 153
of the measurement, the time required to complete a single 154
sequential measurement depends on the size of the arrays and 155
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the repetition time of the sounding waveform. Such sequential156
measurements should ensure that the channel is either station-157
ary or quasi-stationary during the time of the measurement.158
According to the idea of the sequential measurement, a159
novel MVAA scheme with the advantages of low-cost and low-160
complexity is proposed, as shown in Fig. 1(e). The proposed161
scheme employs the hardware that is the same as applied in162
the SISO scheme. In addition, it does not require fast switches163
that have to be used in the semi-sequential or fully sequential164
scheme to control the antenna arrays. When the TX is static165
and the RX is moving toward the TX with a stable speed, the166
neighboring samples of the measured CIR can be regarded167
as several virtual antenna elements. These virtual antenna168
elements are distributed equally and form a uniform linear169
array (ULA) with the direction parallel to the moving track.170
In order to generate the ULA, two important parameters, the171
element spacing and the element number, should be known.172
The element spacing of the ULA is related to the moving173
speed v and the repetition time of the sounding waveform Trep ,174
expressed as175
d = vTrep. (1)176
In general, there are two solutions used to determine d ,177
including speed-sensor solution and GPS solution. Here, the178
speed-sensor solution is recommended because of the higher179
precision.180
On the other hand, the element number of the ULA in181
the MVAA scheme should be limited. To enable the MVAA182
scheme, the basic criterion is that the channel should be183
constant in the duration of the samples which are used to184
generate the ULA. Thus, the duration that refers to the element185
number of the ULA M and Trep should be no more than the186
channel coherence time Tc, expressed as187
(M − 1) · Trep ≤ Tc. (2)188
In Equation (2), the coherence time is used to quantify the189
element number. In fact, stationarity distance (SD) which has190
been presented in [27] for the V2V channel and [28] for the191
air-ground channel is more appropriate than the coherence192
time. The SD is the duration over which the channel can be193
assumed stationarity, and it includes not only Doppler shift,194
but also LOS condition, multipath and more channel effects.195
However, it is known that the SD for the HSR channel is still196
unknown. Thus, this paper only simply consider the coherence197
time.198
Assuming that Tc = 1/Bd [29], where Bd = 2 fmax is the199
Doppler spread, fmax = v/λ is the highest Doppler shift, and200
λ is the wavelength, Equation (2) is rewritten as201
M ≤ 1 + 1
2 · fmaxTrep = 1 +
λ/2
d
. (3)202
From Equation (3), M is inversely proportional to d ,203
which means that the smaller the duration of the samples is, the204
more virtual antenna elements can be included in the ULA.205
In addition, the maximum d cannot exceed λ/2 so that a206
minimum two-element ULA can be established. If d > λ/2,207
M = 1 and the MVAA scheme would be invalid. On the208
other hand, d > λ/2 would lead to a set of cyclically209
Fig. 2. A 2×2 GBSM with one-ring architecture.
ambiguous AOA estimates, in accordance with the spatial 210
Nyquist sampling theorem [30]. Thus, to achieve the MVAA 211
scheme, d ≤ λ/2 should be satisfied. 212
B. Validation 213
In order to validate the MVAA scheme, a 2 × 2 GBSM 214
with the classical one-ring architecture is considered, as shown 215
in Fig. 2 [31]. The RX is surrounded by local scatterers Sn , 216
n = 1, 2, . . . , N . The TX and RX antenna element spacings 217
are denoted by δT and δR , and the tilt angles of the arrays 218
are represented by βT and βR , respectively. The ring radius 219
is R and the distance between TX and RX is D. The angle- 220
of-motion αv indicates the angle between the x-axis and the 221
direction of motion with the speed of v. The symbol αTmax 222
stands for the maximum AOD seen from the TX. This quantity 223
is related to R and D by αTmax = arctan (R/D) ≈ R/D. 224
Moreover, it is assumed that both R and D are large compared 225
to the geometrical size of the antenna arrays, i.e., D  R  226
max {δT , δR}. 227
According to the established GBSM, the closed-form 228
expression of space-time (ST) correlation function (CF) 229
between two subchannels h pq (t) and h p′q ′ (t) can be derived 230
by [32], [33] 231
ρh pq ,h p′q′ (δT , δR, τ ) =
E
[
h pq (t) h∗p′q ′ (t + τ )
]
√
	pq	p′q ′
, (4) 232
where 	pq and 	p′q ′ denote the total power of the Tp-Rq link 233
and Tp′-Rq ′ link, and (·)∗ indicates the complex conjugate. 234
In case of isotropic scattering, substituting δT = δR = 0 235
and τ = 0 into the closed-form expression of ST CF, the time 236
CF and the space CF can be respectively obtained as [34] 237
ρh pq ,h p′q′ (0, 0, τ ) = J0 (2π fmaxτ ) , (5) 238
and 239
ρh pq ,h p′q′ (δT , δR, 0) 240
= e j2π δTλ cos(βT ) J0(2π{( δR
λ
)
2
241
+ ( δT
λ
αTmax sin βT )
2
242
+ 2δT δR
λ2
αTmax sin βT sin βR}1/2), (6) 243
where J0 (·) denotes the zeroth-order Bessels function of the 244
first kind. 245
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Fig. 3. Overview of the measured scenarios. (a) Viaduct. (b) Cutting. (c) Station.
TABLE I
MEASUREMENT CONFIGURATION
Applying the MVAA scheme to the GBSM model, i.e.,246
setting δT = 0 and δR = d , the space CF is transformed247
into248
ρh pq ,h p′q′ (0,d, 0) = J0
(
2πvTrep/λ
)
249
= ρh pq ,h p′q′ (0, 0, τ ). (7)250
Equation (7) shows that according to the MVAA scheme,251
the space CF in the GBSM model equals the time CF. This252
confirms that the temporal correlation can be equivalent to253
the spatial correlation by using the MVAA scheme. Thus,254
it is possible to employ the single-antenna measurement data255
to perform the analysis of spatial characteristics. In the next256
section, the virtual multi-antenna measurement data will be257
generated based on realistic single-antenna measurements and258
the validated MVAA scheme.259
III. VIRTUAL SIMO MEASUREMENT DATA260
A. Measurement Campaigns261
Both positive and passive sounding approaches [35] are262
employed in the single-antenna channel measurements for263
three typical HSR scenarios. Propsound, a positive channel264
sounder, is used to conduct RC channel measurements in265
viaduct and cutting scenarios on Zhengzhou to Xi’an HSR266
in China [36]. The TX equipped with a vertical-polarized267
dipole antenna is placed near the railway track to send268
out an excitation signal. The RX is positioned inside the269
train carriage and employs a special train-mounted antenna,270
HUBER+SUHNER [37], to collect the test signal. In addition,271
a passive long-term evolution (LTE) sounder is employed to272
perform RC measurements in a station scenario on Beijing to 273
Tianjin HSR in China [38]. The LTE eNodeB (eNB) in the 274
specialized railway network transmits LTE signal by 275
a directional antenna. The LTE sounder utilizes the 276
HUBER+SUHNER antenna to collect the LTE signal and 277
extracts CIR from cell-specific reference signal (CRS). The 278
specific measurement configuration for the three scenarios is 279
listed in Table I. The measured scenarios are shown in Fig. 3, 280
which have some special features as follows. 281
1) Viaduct: There are some obvious local scatterers around 282
the viaduct, such as dense trees which are much higher 283
than the train-mounted antenna. These local scatterers will 284
hinder the propagation of radio waves and result in serious 285
channel dispersion. The height of TX antenna is not dominant 286
compared to the RX antenna due to the limited test condition. 287
In this case, the effect of shadowing will be further intensified. 288
2) Cutting: There are few obstacles in the cutting that seems 289
a semi-closed structure with steep walls on both sides of the 290
railway track. However, since the slopes are usually covered by 291
vegetation, they will produce a great deal of extra reflections 292
and scattering. Moreover, the RX is lower than the steep 293
walls leading to a deep cutting scenario which leads to more 294
multipath components [39]. Especially, there exists a cross- 295
bridge used for setting the TX antenna, which could result in 296
short term blockage of the propagation path. 297
3) Station: The train with 200-m length, 4-m height, and 298
3-m width is running through the station under a viaduct with 299
10-m height. The measured station can be regarded as an open- 300
type station in which the awnings only cover the platform 301
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Fig. 4. Time-variant PDPs for h1, h2, h3 in different scenarios. (a-c) Viaduct. (d-f) Cutting. (g-i) Station.
supporting a clear free space over the rail [40]. However, the302
awnings can still produce lots of scattering and reflections to303
complicate the fading behavior.304
B. Data Processing305
The CIR is continuously captured by Propsound and the306
LTE sounder at a certain interval. This interval is inversely307
proportional to the waveform repetition frequency (WRF) that308
should be at least twice the maximum expected Doppler309
shift. In the viaduct and cutting scenarios, the used CIR data310
contain 45108 snapshots with a time interval of 0.51-ms,311
corresponding to 22.9-s duration. In the station environment,312
the analyzed CIR data consist of 22010 snapshots with a time313
interval of 0.5-ms, corresponding to 11-s duration. Each snap-314
shot comprises the multipath taps of 254 for the Propsound315
measurement and 200 for the LTE sounder measurement.316
Substituting the values listed in Table I into Equation (3),317
M < 3.28 for the viaduct and cutting scenarios and318
M < 3.01 for the station scenario, which indicates that the319
virtual array can support a maximum of three elements. Here,320
the speed-sensor solution is considered and the stable train321
speed is assumed. Then the three-element virtual ULA with the322
spacing of 0.22λ and 0.25λ for Propsound and LTE sounder323
measurements is respectively generated. The CIR from the TX324
to the m-th virtual receive element (m = 1, 2, 3) is derived by325
hm (t, τ ) = h (t3k+m , τ ) , k = 0, 1, 2... (8)326
Finally, the multiple-antenna channel data h (t, τ ) =327
[h1 (t, τ ) h2 (t, τ ) h3 (t, τ )] are obtained, which can be used328
for the spatial characterization.329
Fig. 4 illustrates the time-variant power delay 330
profiles (PDPs) for h1, h2, h3 in the measured three 331
HSR scenarios. The unit in the colorbars of Fig. 4 is dB. 332
In the viaduct and cutting scenarios, the strongest LOS 333
component is observed when the RX is closest to the TX 334
at around 11.5-s and its power becomes weaker as the RX 335
moves far away from the TX. The whole measurement data 336
can be divided into two parts, the western part and the 337
eastern part. As for the station scenario, two obvious PDP 338
transitions, PDP(i) and PDP(ii), are found in the measurement. 339
The PDP(i) belongs to the propagation channel from the 340
primary eNB to the sounder, whereas the CIR(ii) is caused 341
by the neighboring eNB. The PDP(i) and PDP(ii) can be 342
distinguished in the delay domain according to the method 343
mentioned in [38]. Here, only PDP(i) is used to extract the 344
spatial characteristics. Regarding the PDP(i), the power of the 345
multipath components is weaker when the RX is closest to 346
the TX at around 3-s. This is because the train is underneath 347
the eNB antenna, and the RX is not in the mainlobe of the 348
antenna pattern of the directional antenna [41]. Similar to the 349
viaduct and cutting scenarios, the PDP(i) data in the station 350
measurement can be also classified into the western part and 351
the eastern part. 352
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 353
A. Angle of Arrival Estimation 354
The estimation of signal parameters by the rotational invari- 355
ance techniques (ESPRIT) algorithm which creates the signal 356
subspace and then extracts the angle information in closed 357
form is capable of analyzing the AOA in azimuth at the 358
RX side. Comparing various ESPRIT algorithms, Unitary 359
ESPRIT [42], [43] is employed due to the lower complexity 360
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Fig. 5. Time-variant AOAs in different scenarios. (a) Viaduct. (b) Cutting.
(c) Station.
and higher accuracy. For the usage of the common Unitary361
ESPRIT, there are two restrictions: 1) the antenna array362
should be ULA, otherwise 2-D Unitary ESPRIT algorithms363
are required [44]; 2) the number of incident waves whose364
direction can be estimated should be less than the amount365
of antenna array elements. Since the three-element ULA is366
generated in the virtual SIMO measurements, the simple 1-D367
Unitary ESPRIT can be used. However, due to the limited368
element number of the MVAA, only one or two incident waves369
for each cluster can be identified. Such low resolution leads to370
the difficulty of analyzing the cluster-wise angle information.371
Thus, this paper mainly concentrates on the global angle372
parameters which are also of interest in the geometric MIMO373
channel modeling [14].374
The Unitary ESPRIT algorithm is applied to the virtual375
SIMO measurement data h (t, τl) and provides the estimate376
of AOA associated with the l-th delay. Fig. 5 shows the AOA377
results for the strongest cluster in the three scenarios. The378
theoretical AOA for the LOS condition, as a reference, is also379
shown in Fig. 5. In [45], the theoretical time-varying AOA is380
given as381
θˆ (t) = arccos
⎧⎨
⎩
v (t0 − t)√
d2min + [v (t − t0)]2
⎫⎬
⎭, 0 ≤ t ≤ t0, (9)382
where dmin denotes the minimum distance between TX and383
RX, i.e., the distance between the train and the railway track.384
t0 represents the moment when the TX passes by the RX, i.e.,385
when the distance between TX and RX equals dmin.386
Fig. 6. Instantaneous PASs in different scenarios. (a) Viaduct. (b) Cutting.
(c) Station.
It is observed from Fig. 5 that there is a good match 387
between the measured and theoretical results with regard to 388
the overall AOA variation. The AOA changes approximately 389
from 0◦ to 180◦ due to the impact of the movement of the 390
train. Since the TX in the cutting or station scenarios is much 391
closer to the railway track, the variation in the cutting or 392
station scenarios is faster than that in the viaduct scenario 393
when the train passes through the TX. It is also found that the 394
AOA values in some regions have a larger deviation from the 395
theoretical results. This is because there are non-LOS (NLOS) 396
clusters appearing in the regions, such as the coverage areas 397
of the dense trees in the viaduct scenario, the cross-bridge in 398
the cutting scenario, and the awnings in the station scenario. 399
Furthermore, it is seen that there is a dramatic fluctuation 400
around 3-s in the station scenario since the train is located 401
in the sidelobe of the directional antenna. 402
B. Power Angular Spectrum 403
Using the estimated AOAs, an array steering matrix can 404
be formed. For the ULA, the array steering matrix can be 405
constructed as 406
A 407
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 · · · 1
e j
2πd sin θ1
λ e j
2πd sin θ2
λ · · · e j 2πd sin θPλ
...
...
. . .
...
e j
2π(M−1)d sin θ1
λ e j
2π(M−1)d sin θ2
λ · · · e j 2π(M−1)d sin θPλ
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, 408
(10) 409
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Fig. 7. Distance-dependent RMS AS in different scenarios. (a) Viaduct. (b)
Cutting. (c) Station.
where P is the number of identifiable incident waves, P should410
be smaller than M , and  = {θ1, θ2, · · · , θP} is the set411
of the estimated AOAs. Subsequently, the Moore-Penrose412
pseudoinverse of A (denoted as A† =
(
AH A
)−1AH ) is413
used to obtain the estimates of incident waves corresponding414
to the set of AOAs as [46]415
h (t, τl) = A†hm (t, τl)416
= {hθ1 (t, τl) , hθ2 (t, τl) , . . . , hθP (t, τl)
}
. (11)417
Based on the extracted AOAs and the corresponding power,418
the PAS that characterizes how much power arrives on average419
from a certain angle can be obtained as [47]420
PA (t, θ) = E
{∣∣∣∣
∫ ∫
h (t, τ, θ) dθdτ
∣∣∣∣
2
}
. (12)421
Fig. 6 illustrates the instantaneous PAS results in the three422
scenarios. The unit in the colorbars of Fig. 6 is dB. It is found423
that the PAS shows a certain spread in all three scenarios.424
This is due to the presence of the reflectors and scatterers425
in the measured scenarios, such as dense trees, steep walls,426
and awnings. These reflectors and scatterers would produce427
a number of multipath components with different AOAs,428
thus leading to angular dispersion. In order to specifically429
characterize the angular dispersion, RMS DS will be extracted430
and analyzed in the following subsection.431
TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE RMS AS MODEL
C. Angular Spread 432
The RMS AS is calculated as the root second central 433
moment of the PAS 434
θ (t) =
√√√√
∫ [
θ (t) − θ¯ (t)]2 PA (t, θ) dθ∫
PA (t, θ) dθ
, (13) 435
where θ¯ (t) is the averaged AOA, expressed as 436
θ¯ (t) =
∫
θ (t) PA (t, θ) dθ∫
PA (t, θ) dθ
. (14) 437
The relationship between the channel parameters and the 438
distance is always of interest in channel characterization [47]. 439
Here, θ (t) is transformed into the value as a function of 440
the distance θ (d), where d denotes the relative horizontal 441
distance between the TX and the RX. Fig. 7 shows the 442
distance-dependent RMS AS results in the three scenarios. It is 443
worth noting that the results in the viaduct and cutting sce- 444
narios are the averaged values derived from both the western 445
half and the eastern half of CIR data, whereas the result in the 446
station scenario is only obtained by the eastern half of CIR(i) 447
data. It can be seen that the RMS AS experiences a gradual 448
growth with the distance in the viaduct and cutting scenarios, 449
which means that more clusters that cause the larger AS can 450
be identified as the distance increases. However, the RMS AS 451
remains almost stable in the station scenario. This is because 452
the train is always within the station where the scattering and 453
reflecting conditions are stationary. 454
To describe the variation of RMS AS, a double exponential 455
function and two linear functions are employed to fit the RMS 456
AS curves using the least square (LS) method in the viaduct, 457
cutting, and station scenarios, respectively, expressed as 458
θ ′ (d) =
{
x1ey1d + x2ey2d , viaduct
x1 + y1d, cutting/station. (15) 459
Then, a distance-dependent statistical model for the RMS AS 460
results is proposed as 461
θ (d) = θ ′ (d) + xσθ , (16) 462
where θ ′ (d) denotes the mean value of the RMS AS model, 463
x1, y1, x2 and y2 are the coefficients of the model, σθ indi- 464
cates the standard deviation of the model, and x represents 465
zero-mean Gaussian variable with the unit standard deviation. 466
The model parameters are listed in Table II. 467
Fig. 8 depicts the cumulative distribution function (CDF) 468
measurement and Normal fitting results of RMS AS in the 469
three scenarios. A detailed comparison of the statistical RMS 470
AS results in the RC and DC schemes for the viaduct, cutting, 471
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE STATISTIC RMS AS RESULTS IN DIFFERENT HSR SCENARIOS
Fig. 8. CDFs of RMS AS in viaduct, cutting and station scenarios.
station, D2a, agricultural area and hilly district scenarios is472
shown in Table III. It is observed that the mean value of473
RMS AS measured in the RC scheme is much smaller than474
the result obtained in the DC scheme. This confirms that the475
indoor environment of the train causes additional scattering476
and reflecting waves, leading to the larger AS. For the RC477
scheme, it is found that the RMS AS value in the station478
scenario is much higher than the results in the viaduct, cutting,479
and D2a scenarios. This is because the station causes more480
multipath components than the other scenarios. In addition,481
although 10% and 50% values of RMS AS in the viaduct482
scenario are respectively lower and higher than those in the483
cutting scenario, there are similar mean values and 90%484
values. This means that the measured viaduct scenario with the485
coverage of dense trees could have the equivalent propagation486
effect to the cutting scenario as a whole.487
D. Spatial Correlation488
Spatial correlation between different antenna elements at489
both ends of the individual link is a key parameter of perfor-490
mance evaluation in MIMO channels. In order to extract the491
spatial correlation, the wideband data are transformed into the492
narrowband data h (t) by making the complex sum of h (t, τ )493
over the delay domain. Then, applying Equation (4) to h (t),494
ρ12 and ρ13 that represent the correlation between h1 (t) and495
h2 (t) and the correlation between h1 (t) and h3 (t) can be496
obtained respectively.497
Fig. 9 depicts CDF results of ρ12 and ρ13 with the spacing498
of d12 = 0.22λ and d13 = 0.44λ in the viaduct and499
cutting scenarios and with the spacing of d12 = 0.25λ500
Fig. 9. CDFs of spatial correlation in viaduct, cutting and station scenarios.
TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF THE SPATIAL CORRELATION MODEL
and d13 = 0.5λ in the station scenario. It is observed that 501
the spatial correlation in the station scenario is apparently 502
lower than those in the viaduct and cutting scenarios. This 503
confirms that the scattering and reflecting components in the 504
station scenario are much richer. It can be also seen that 505
the correlation decreases as the antenna spacing increases 506
in the three scenarios. Furthermore, 35%∼45% values of 507
correlation are lower than 0.8 in the station scenario when 508
d ≤ 0.5λ, whereas up to 95% values are higher than 0.8 in 509
the viaduct and cutting scenarios. Thus, it is suggested that in 510
case of d ≤ 0.5λ, the multi-antenna techniques can be used 511
in the station scenario while it is not suitable in the viaduct 512
and cutting scenarios. 513
In most of the reported work, the spatial correlation and 514
the RMS AS are always separately considered. In fact, there 515
is a close relation between the spatial correlation and the 516
RMS AS, as illustrated in Fig. 10. It is noted that the spatial 517
correlation decreases with the increase of the RMS AS in the 518
three scenarios. In order to quantitatively describe the relation 519
of the two parameters, a RMS AS-based spatial correlation 520
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Fig. 10. RMS AS-dependent spatial correlation in different scenarios. (a) Viaduct. (b) Cutting. (c) Station.
model is established as521
ρ (θ) =
{
aθ2 + bθ + c + yσρ, viaduct/cutting
bθ + c + yσρ, station, (17)522
where, a, b, and c denote the model parameters, σρ indicates523
the standard deviation of the model, and y represents zero-524
mean Gaussian variable with the unit standard deviation. The525
model coefficients are listed in Table IV. Using the proposed526
spatial correlation model, it could be convenient to determine527
the spatial correlation coefficient based on the RMS AS value,528
and then it is possible to evaluate the MIMO performance529
depending on the RMS AS results.530
V. CONCLUSION531
This paper presents the analysis of the angular charac-532
teristics and spatial correlation in the HSR viaduct, cutting533
and station scenarios. The multi-antenna CIR data obtained534
according to the validated MVAA scheme and the SISO mea-535
surements are used for the spatial characterization. It is shown536
that the AOA estimated by the Unitary ESPRIT algorithm537
has a reasonable consistency with the theoretical result, and538
the derived PAS confirms the angular dispersion in the HSR539
channel. The angular dispersion is statistically characterized540
by the distance-based RMS AS model, and the statistical541
RMS AS results are compared in various HSR scenarios.542
It is also shown that when the antenna spacing is around543
0.5 wavelength, almost all spatial correlation values are higher 544
than 0.8 in the viaduct and cutting environments, however 545
up to 45% of the values are lower than 0.8 in the station 546
environment. Additionally, the proposed RMS AS-dependent 547
spatial correlation model is able to efficiently describe the 548
relationship between the angular dispersion and the spatial 549
correlation. These results will provide useful information 550
for channel modeling and performance evaluation in HSR 551
multi-antenna communication systems. 552
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Measurements and Analysis of Angular
Characteristics and Spatial Correlation for
High-Speed Railway Channels
Tao Zhou, Member, IEEE, Cheng Tao, Member, IEEE, Sana Salous, Senior Member, IEEE,
and Liu Liu, Member, IEEE
Abstract— Spatial characteristics of the propagation channel1
have a vital impact on the application of multi-antenna tech-2
niques. This paper analyzes angular characteristics and the3
spatial correlation for high-speed railway (HSR) channels, based4
on a novel moving virtual antenna array (MVAA) measurement5
scheme. The principle of the MVAA scheme is deeply investigated6
and is further verified by a theoretical geometry-based stochastic7
model. Using the MVAA scheme, virtual single-input multiple-8
output (SIMO) channel impulse response data are derived from9
single-antenna measurements in typical HSR scenarios, involving10
viaduct, cutting, and station. Based on the SIMO channel data,11
angle of arrival is extracted according to the unitary estimation12
of signal parameters by the rotational invariance techniques13
algorithm, and is compared with the theoretical result. Moreover,14
power angular spectrum and root mean square (rms) angular15
spread (AS) are provided, and the rms AS results are statistically16
modeled and comprehensively compared. In addition, spatial17
correlation is calculated and analyzed, and a rms AS-dependent18
spatial correlation model is newly proposed to describe the19
relationship between the angular dispersion and the spatial20
correlation. The presented results could be used in multi-antenna21
channel modeling and will facilitate the assessment of multi-22
antenna technologies for future HSR mobile communication23
systems.24
Index Terms— High-speed railway channel, virtual antenna25
array, angualr characteristics, spatial correlation, channel26
modeling.27
I. INTRODUCTION28
AS WITH the previous generation systems, the upcoming29 fifth-generation (5G) mobile communication system will30
cover not only conventional cellular scenarios but also high31
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mobility scenarios, such as highway, subway, and high-speed 32
railway (HSR) [1]. Although 5G aims at delivering a consistent 33
experience across a variety of scenarios, it is a great challenge 34
for 5G solutions to provide a satisfactory service to passengers 35
on high-speed trains at a speed of up to 500 km/h [2]. Thus, the 36
application of 5G techniques in HSR scenarios are attracting 37
more attention. 38
It is expected that 5G will be able to support 0.1∼1 Gbps 39
user experienced data rate and tens of Gbps peak data 40
rate [3]. In order to meet the requirement of such high AQ:241
data rate, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and massive 42
MIMO [4], which exploit the spatial domain of mobile fad- 43
ing to enhance system capacity, will be the key supporting 44
techniques in 5G. Intuitively, the HSR is not a favorable 45
environment for using multi-antenna techniques, due to the 46
line-of-sight (LOS) dominance [5]. However, there exist a 47
wide variety of propagation scenarios on HSR, such as urban, 48
suburban, rural, hilly, as well as a number of special scenarios 49
like cutting, viaduct, tunnel, station, and so on, some of which 50
could have rich scattering and reflecting components [6]. 51
To apply the multi-antenna techniques on HSR, it is quite 52
necessary to investigate spatial characteristics in various HSR 53
scenarios. 54
The spatial characteristics of the propagation channel can 55
be classified into two categories: angular characteristics and 56
spatial correlation. The former is an indispensable part in 57
spatial channel modeling, while the latter is a popular parame- 58
ter to evaluate the performance of multi-antenna techniques. 59
So far, most of the studies have concentrated on the large- 60
scale fading, delay dispersion and frequency dispersion in HSR 61
channels [7]–[11]. However, there are few works referring to 62
the spatial characteristics in the HSR environments. Angular 63
characterization for HSR channel was first presented in [12] 64
where root mean square (RMS) angular spread (AS) was 65
obtained from single-input multiple-output (SIMO) measure- 66
ments using the relay coverage (RC) scheme. Although the 67
well-known WINNER II model [13] includes the RMS AS 68
result into the D2a scenario which is regarded as a kind of 69
fast train scenario, it does not specify the applicable HSR 70
scenarios, e.g., viaduct, cutting or station. In [14], multi- 71
antenna measurements considering the direct coverage (DC) 72
scheme were conducted for analyzing angle of arrival (AOA) 73
and RMS AS parameters in specific HSR environments, 74
including an agricultural area and a hilly district. However, 75
the angular characteristics derived from the DC measurement 76
1524-9050 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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embody the effect of scatterers and reflectors inside the77
train carriage, which cannot represent the realistic angular78
dispersion in the outdoor propagation environment of HSR.79
Based on a 2×2 MIMO RC measurement in HSR viaduct80
scenarios, [15] initially discussed the spatial correlation of81
the HSR channel, which shows that the correlation coefficient82
varies from a higher value to a lower value as the train83
moves far away from base station (BS). In addition, some84
theoretical channel models, such as geometry-based stochastic85
model (GBSM) [16]–[18] and propagation graph-based86
model [19], [20], have been used to analyze the spatial charac-87
teristics in numerous HSR environments. Although the theory-88
based models are convenient for the analysis and simulation89
of the multi-antenna channel, they still need the support of90
actual measurement data.91
It is well-known that performing multi-antenna channel92
measurements on HSR is highly difficult because of some93
measurement constraints [21]. The lack of multi-antenna94
measurement data leads to a huge gap of the spatial char-95
acteristics on HSR multi-antenna channel modeling and96
performance evaluation. To overcome the difficulty of the97
HSR multi-antenna channel measurements, a moving virtual98
antenna array (MVAA) measurement scheme has been99
proposed and verified in [22], which employs a single antenna100
to simulate multiple virtual antennas. A similar scheme101
was applied in MIMO and massive MIMO measurements102
for indoor static scenarios [23], [24]. According to the103
MVAA scheme, AOA estimation was implemented based on104
single-antenna measurements in HSR viaduct scenarios [25].105
However, the specific HSR spatial characteristics are not106
given.107
To fill the aforementioned research gaps, this paper provides108
detailed analysis of angular characteristics and spatial correla-109
tion in typical HSR scenarios, involving viaduct, cutting, and110
station. The major contributions and novelties of this paper111
are as follows.112
1) The MVAA scheme is deeply investigated and is further113
verified by a GBSM from the theoretical perspective. Accord-114
ing to single-antenna measurements and the validated MVAA115
scheme, virtual SIMO channel data in the three HSR scenarios116
are generated for spatial characterization.117
2) The AOA and power angular spectrum (PAS) are118
extracted depending on the virtual SIMO channel data. The119
RMS AS is obtained and statistically modeled, and compared120
in various HSR scenarios. The acquired RMS AS results will121
be useful for HSR multi-antenna channel modeling.122
3) The spatial correlation in the three HSR environments123
is analyzed, and the RMS AS-dependent spatial correlation124
model is proposed to describe the relationship between the125
angular dispersion and the spatial correlation, which will126
facilitate HSR multi-antenna technique evaluation.127
The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. Section II128
highlights the MVAA measurement scheme. In Section III, the129
virtual SIMO measurement data are acquired. Angular char-130
acteristics and spatial correlation are presented in Section IV131
and Section V, respectively. Finally, conclusions are drawn in132
Section VI.133
Fig. 1. Channel sounding schemes. (a) SISO scheme. (b) Full parallel
scheme. (c) Semi-sequential scheme. (d) Fully sequential scheme. (e) MVAA
scheme.
II. MOVING VIRTUAL ANTENNA ARRAY 134
MEASUREMENT SCHEME 135
A. Principle 136
In radio channel sounding, a known signal that repeats 137
at a rate twice the highest expected Doppler shift is trans- 138
mitted, and the received signal is analyzed to extract the 139
channel impulse response (CIR). The SISO channel sounding 140
scheme that employs a single transmitter (TX) and a single 141
receiver (RX) is most commonly used, as displayed in 142
Fig. 1(a). For conventional multi-antenna channel sounding 143
schemes, they can be classified into three categories [26], as 144
shown in Fig. 1(b)-(d): 1) Full parallel scheme at both the TX 145
and at the RX using a number of orthogonal techniques such 146
as code division multiplexing (CDM) and frequency division 147
multiplexing (FDM); 2) Semi-sequential scheme with time 148
division multiplexing (TDM) at the TX only with parallel 149
receive channels; 3) Fully sequential scheme with TDM at 150
both ends of the link. The full parallel scheme is capa- 151
ble of measuring time-variant channels without restriction. 152
However, for TDM schemes, due to the sequential nature 153
of the measurement, the time required to complete a single 154
sequential measurement depends on the size of the arrays and 155
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the repetition time of the sounding waveform. Such sequential156
measurements should ensure that the channel is either station-157
ary or quasi-stationary during the time of the measurement.158
According to the idea of the sequential measurement, a159
novel MVAA scheme with the advantages of low-cost and low-160
complexity is proposed, as shown in Fig. 1(e). The proposed161
scheme employs the hardware that is the same as applied in162
the SISO scheme. In addition, it does not require fast switches163
that have to be used in the semi-sequential or fully sequential164
scheme to control the antenna arrays. When the TX is static165
and the RX is moving toward the TX with a stable speed, the166
neighboring samples of the measured CIR can be regarded167
as several virtual antenna elements. These virtual antenna168
elements are distributed equally and form a uniform linear169
array (ULA) with the direction parallel to the moving track.170
In order to generate the ULA, two important parameters, the171
element spacing and the element number, should be known.172
The element spacing of the ULA is related to the moving173
speed v and the repetition time of the sounding waveform Trep ,174
expressed as175
d = vTrep. (1)176
In general, there are two solutions used to determine d ,177
including speed-sensor solution and GPS solution. Here, the178
speed-sensor solution is recommended because of the higher179
precision.180
On the other hand, the element number of the ULA in181
the MVAA scheme should be limited. To enable the MVAA182
scheme, the basic criterion is that the channel should be183
constant in the duration of the samples which are used to184
generate the ULA. Thus, the duration that refers to the element185
number of the ULA M and Trep should be no more than the186
channel coherence time Tc, expressed as187
(M − 1) · Trep ≤ Tc. (2)188
In Equation (2), the coherence time is used to quantify the189
element number. In fact, stationarity distance (SD) which has190
been presented in [27] for the V2V channel and [28] for the191
air-ground channel is more appropriate than the coherence192
time. The SD is the duration over which the channel can be193
assumed stationarity, and it includes not only Doppler shift,194
but also LOS condition, multipath and more channel effects.195
However, it is known that the SD for the HSR channel is still196
unknown. Thus, this paper only simply consider the coherence197
time.198
Assuming that Tc = 1/Bd [29], where Bd = 2 fmax is the199
Doppler spread, fmax = v/λ is the highest Doppler shift, and200
λ is the wavelength, Equation (2) is rewritten as201
M ≤ 1 + 1
2 · fmaxTrep = 1 +
λ/2
d
. (3)202
From Equation (3), M is inversely proportional to d ,203
which means that the smaller the duration of the samples is, the204
more virtual antenna elements can be included in the ULA.205
In addition, the maximum d cannot exceed λ/2 so that a206
minimum two-element ULA can be established. If d > λ/2,207
M = 1 and the MVAA scheme would be invalid. On the208
other hand, d > λ/2 would lead to a set of cyclically209
Fig. 2. A 2×2 GBSM with one-ring architecture.
ambiguous AOA estimates, in accordance with the spatial 210
Nyquist sampling theorem [30]. Thus, to achieve the MVAA 211
scheme, d ≤ λ/2 should be satisfied. 212
B. Validation 213
In order to validate the MVAA scheme, a 2 × 2 GBSM 214
with the classical one-ring architecture is considered, as shown 215
in Fig. 2 [31]. The RX is surrounded by local scatterers Sn , 216
n = 1, 2, . . . , N . The TX and RX antenna element spacings 217
are denoted by δT and δR , and the tilt angles of the arrays 218
are represented by βT and βR , respectively. The ring radius 219
is R and the distance between TX and RX is D. The angle- 220
of-motion αv indicates the angle between the x-axis and the 221
direction of motion with the speed of v. The symbol αTmax 222
stands for the maximum AOD seen from the TX. This quantity 223
is related to R and D by αTmax = arctan (R/D) ≈ R/D. 224
Moreover, it is assumed that both R and D are large compared 225
to the geometrical size of the antenna arrays, i.e., D  R  226
max {δT , δR}. 227
According to the established GBSM, the closed-form 228
expression of space-time (ST) correlation function (CF) 229
between two subchannels h pq (t) and h p′q ′ (t) can be derived 230
by [32], [33] 231
ρh pq ,h p′q′ (δT , δR, τ ) =
E
[
h pq (t) h∗p′q ′ (t + τ )
]
√
	pq	p′q ′
, (4) 232
where 	pq and 	p′q ′ denote the total power of the Tp-Rq link 233
and Tp′-Rq ′ link, and (·)∗ indicates the complex conjugate. 234
In case of isotropic scattering, substituting δT = δR = 0 235
and τ = 0 into the closed-form expression of ST CF, the time 236
CF and the space CF can be respectively obtained as [34] 237
ρh pq ,h p′q′ (0, 0, τ ) = J0 (2π fmaxτ ) , (5) 238
and 239
ρh pq ,h p′q′ (δT , δR, 0) 240
= e j2π δTλ cos(βT ) J0(2π{( δR
λ
)
2
241
+ ( δT
λ
αTmax sin βT )
2
242
+ 2δT δR
λ2
αTmax sin βT sin βR}1/2), (6) 243
where J0 (·) denotes the zeroth-order Bessels function of the 244
first kind. 245
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Fig. 3. Overview of the measured scenarios. (a) Viaduct. (b) Cutting. (c) Station.
TABLE I
MEASUREMENT CONFIGURATION
Applying the MVAA scheme to the GBSM model, i.e.,246
setting δT = 0 and δR = d , the space CF is transformed247
into248
ρh pq ,h p′q′ (0,d, 0) = J0
(
2πvTrep/λ
)
249
= ρh pq ,h p′q′ (0, 0, τ ). (7)250
Equation (7) shows that according to the MVAA scheme,251
the space CF in the GBSM model equals the time CF. This252
confirms that the temporal correlation can be equivalent to253
the spatial correlation by using the MVAA scheme. Thus,254
it is possible to employ the single-antenna measurement data255
to perform the analysis of spatial characteristics. In the next256
section, the virtual multi-antenna measurement data will be257
generated based on realistic single-antenna measurements and258
the validated MVAA scheme.259
III. VIRTUAL SIMO MEASUREMENT DATA260
A. Measurement Campaigns261
Both positive and passive sounding approaches [35] are262
employed in the single-antenna channel measurements for263
three typical HSR scenarios. Propsound, a positive channel264
sounder, is used to conduct RC channel measurements in265
viaduct and cutting scenarios on Zhengzhou to Xi’an HSR266
in China [36]. The TX equipped with a vertical-polarized267
dipole antenna is placed near the railway track to send268
out an excitation signal. The RX is positioned inside the269
train carriage and employs a special train-mounted antenna,270
HUBER+SUHNER [37], to collect the test signal. In addition,271
a passive long-term evolution (LTE) sounder is employed to272
perform RC measurements in a station scenario on Beijing to 273
Tianjin HSR in China [38]. The LTE eNodeB (eNB) in the 274
specialized railway network transmits LTE signal by 275
a directional antenna. The LTE sounder utilizes the 276
HUBER+SUHNER antenna to collect the LTE signal and 277
extracts CIR from cell-specific reference signal (CRS). The 278
specific measurement configuration for the three scenarios is 279
listed in Table I. The measured scenarios are shown in Fig. 3, 280
which have some special features as follows. 281
1) Viaduct: There are some obvious local scatterers around 282
the viaduct, such as dense trees which are much higher 283
than the train-mounted antenna. These local scatterers will 284
hinder the propagation of radio waves and result in serious 285
channel dispersion. The height of TX antenna is not dominant 286
compared to the RX antenna due to the limited test condition. 287
In this case, the effect of shadowing will be further intensified. 288
2) Cutting: There are few obstacles in the cutting that seems 289
a semi-closed structure with steep walls on both sides of the 290
railway track. However, since the slopes are usually covered by 291
vegetation, they will produce a great deal of extra reflections 292
and scattering. Moreover, the RX is lower than the steep 293
walls leading to a deep cutting scenario which leads to more 294
multipath components [39]. Especially, there exists a cross- 295
bridge used for setting the TX antenna, which could result in 296
short term blockage of the propagation path. 297
3) Station: The train with 200-m length, 4-m height, and 298
3-m width is running through the station under a viaduct with 299
10-m height. The measured station can be regarded as an open- 300
type station in which the awnings only cover the platform 301
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Fig. 4. Time-variant PDPs for h1, h2, h3 in different scenarios. (a-c) Viaduct. (d-f) Cutting. (g-i) Station.
supporting a clear free space over the rail [40]. However, the302
awnings can still produce lots of scattering and reflections to303
complicate the fading behavior.304
B. Data Processing305
The CIR is continuously captured by Propsound and the306
LTE sounder at a certain interval. This interval is inversely307
proportional to the waveform repetition frequency (WRF) that308
should be at least twice the maximum expected Doppler309
shift. In the viaduct and cutting scenarios, the used CIR data310
contain 45108 snapshots with a time interval of 0.51-ms,311
corresponding to 22.9-s duration. In the station environment,312
the analyzed CIR data consist of 22010 snapshots with a time313
interval of 0.5-ms, corresponding to 11-s duration. Each snap-314
shot comprises the multipath taps of 254 for the Propsound315
measurement and 200 for the LTE sounder measurement.316
Substituting the values listed in Table I into Equation (3),317
M < 3.28 for the viaduct and cutting scenarios and318
M < 3.01 for the station scenario, which indicates that the319
virtual array can support a maximum of three elements. Here,320
the speed-sensor solution is considered and the stable train321
speed is assumed. Then the three-element virtual ULA with the322
spacing of 0.22λ and 0.25λ for Propsound and LTE sounder323
measurements is respectively generated. The CIR from the TX324
to the m-th virtual receive element (m = 1, 2, 3) is derived by325
hm (t, τ ) = h (t3k+m , τ ) , k = 0, 1, 2... (8)326
Finally, the multiple-antenna channel data h (t, τ ) =327
[h1 (t, τ ) h2 (t, τ ) h3 (t, τ )] are obtained, which can be used328
for the spatial characterization.329
Fig. 4 illustrates the time-variant power delay 330
profiles (PDPs) for h1, h2, h3 in the measured three 331
HSR scenarios. The unit in the colorbars of Fig. 4 is dB. 332
In the viaduct and cutting scenarios, the strongest LOS 333
component is observed when the RX is closest to the TX 334
at around 11.5-s and its power becomes weaker as the RX 335
moves far away from the TX. The whole measurement data 336
can be divided into two parts, the western part and the 337
eastern part. As for the station scenario, two obvious PDP 338
transitions, PDP(i) and PDP(ii), are found in the measurement. 339
The PDP(i) belongs to the propagation channel from the 340
primary eNB to the sounder, whereas the CIR(ii) is caused 341
by the neighboring eNB. The PDP(i) and PDP(ii) can be 342
distinguished in the delay domain according to the method 343
mentioned in [38]. Here, only PDP(i) is used to extract the 344
spatial characteristics. Regarding the PDP(i), the power of the 345
multipath components is weaker when the RX is closest to 346
the TX at around 3-s. This is because the train is underneath 347
the eNB antenna, and the RX is not in the mainlobe of the 348
antenna pattern of the directional antenna [41]. Similar to the 349
viaduct and cutting scenarios, the PDP(i) data in the station 350
measurement can be also classified into the western part and 351
the eastern part. 352
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 353
A. Angle of Arrival Estimation 354
The estimation of signal parameters by the rotational invari- 355
ance techniques (ESPRIT) algorithm which creates the signal 356
subspace and then extracts the angle information in closed 357
form is capable of analyzing the AOA in azimuth at the 358
RX side. Comparing various ESPRIT algorithms, Unitary 359
ESPRIT [42], [43] is employed due to the lower complexity 360
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Fig. 5. Time-variant AOAs in different scenarios. (a) Viaduct. (b) Cutting.
(c) Station.
and higher accuracy. For the usage of the common Unitary361
ESPRIT, there are two restrictions: 1) the antenna array362
should be ULA, otherwise 2-D Unitary ESPRIT algorithms363
are required [44]; 2) the number of incident waves whose364
direction can be estimated should be less than the amount365
of antenna array elements. Since the three-element ULA is366
generated in the virtual SIMO measurements, the simple 1-D367
Unitary ESPRIT can be used. However, due to the limited368
element number of the MVAA, only one or two incident waves369
for each cluster can be identified. Such low resolution leads to370
the difficulty of analyzing the cluster-wise angle information.371
Thus, this paper mainly concentrates on the global angle372
parameters which are also of interest in the geometric MIMO373
channel modeling [14].374
The Unitary ESPRIT algorithm is applied to the virtual375
SIMO measurement data h (t, τl) and provides the estimate376
of AOA associated with the l-th delay. Fig. 5 shows the AOA377
results for the strongest cluster in the three scenarios. The378
theoretical AOA for the LOS condition, as a reference, is also379
shown in Fig. 5. In [45], the theoretical time-varying AOA is380
given as381
θˆ (t) = arccos
⎧⎨
⎩
v (t0 − t)√
d2min + [v (t − t0)]2
⎫⎬
⎭, 0 ≤ t ≤ t0, (9)382
where dmin denotes the minimum distance between TX and383
RX, i.e., the distance between the train and the railway track.384
t0 represents the moment when the TX passes by the RX, i.e.,385
when the distance between TX and RX equals dmin.386
Fig. 6. Instantaneous PASs in different scenarios. (a) Viaduct. (b) Cutting.
(c) Station.
It is observed from Fig. 5 that there is a good match 387
between the measured and theoretical results with regard to 388
the overall AOA variation. The AOA changes approximately 389
from 0◦ to 180◦ due to the impact of the movement of the 390
train. Since the TX in the cutting or station scenarios is much 391
closer to the railway track, the variation in the cutting or 392
station scenarios is faster than that in the viaduct scenario 393
when the train passes through the TX. It is also found that the 394
AOA values in some regions have a larger deviation from the 395
theoretical results. This is because there are non-LOS (NLOS) 396
clusters appearing in the regions, such as the coverage areas 397
of the dense trees in the viaduct scenario, the cross-bridge in 398
the cutting scenario, and the awnings in the station scenario. 399
Furthermore, it is seen that there is a dramatic fluctuation 400
around 3-s in the station scenario since the train is located 401
in the sidelobe of the directional antenna. 402
B. Power Angular Spectrum 403
Using the estimated AOAs, an array steering matrix can 404
be formed. For the ULA, the array steering matrix can be 405
constructed as 406
A 407
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 · · · 1
e j
2πd sin θ1
λ e j
2πd sin θ2
λ · · · e j 2πd sin θPλ
...
...
. . .
...
e j
2π(M−1)d sin θ1
λ e j
2π(M−1)d sin θ2
λ · · · e j 2π(M−1)d sin θPλ
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, 408
(10) 409
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Fig. 7. Distance-dependent RMS AS in different scenarios. (a) Viaduct. (b)
Cutting. (c) Station.
where P is the number of identifiable incident waves, P should410
be smaller than M , and  = {θ1, θ2, · · · , θP} is the set411
of the estimated AOAs. Subsequently, the Moore-Penrose412
pseudoinverse of A (denoted as A† =
(
AH A
)−1AH ) is413
used to obtain the estimates of incident waves corresponding414
to the set of AOAs as [46]415
h (t, τl) = A†hm (t, τl)416
= {hθ1 (t, τl) , hθ2 (t, τl) , . . . , hθP (t, τl)
}
. (11)417
Based on the extracted AOAs and the corresponding power,418
the PAS that characterizes how much power arrives on average419
from a certain angle can be obtained as [47]420
PA (t, θ) = E
{∣∣∣∣
∫ ∫
h (t, τ, θ) dθdτ
∣∣∣∣
2
}
. (12)421
Fig. 6 illustrates the instantaneous PAS results in the three422
scenarios. The unit in the colorbars of Fig. 6 is dB. It is found423
that the PAS shows a certain spread in all three scenarios.424
This is due to the presence of the reflectors and scatterers425
in the measured scenarios, such as dense trees, steep walls,426
and awnings. These reflectors and scatterers would produce427
a number of multipath components with different AOAs,428
thus leading to angular dispersion. In order to specifically429
characterize the angular dispersion, RMS DS will be extracted430
and analyzed in the following subsection.431
TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE RMS AS MODEL
C. Angular Spread 432
The RMS AS is calculated as the root second central 433
moment of the PAS 434
θ (t) =
√√√√
∫ [
θ (t) − θ¯ (t)]2 PA (t, θ) dθ∫
PA (t, θ) dθ
, (13) 435
where θ¯ (t) is the averaged AOA, expressed as 436
θ¯ (t) =
∫
θ (t) PA (t, θ) dθ∫
PA (t, θ) dθ
. (14) 437
The relationship between the channel parameters and the 438
distance is always of interest in channel characterization [47]. 439
Here, θ (t) is transformed into the value as a function of 440
the distance θ (d), where d denotes the relative horizontal 441
distance between the TX and the RX. Fig. 7 shows the 442
distance-dependent RMS AS results in the three scenarios. It is 443
worth noting that the results in the viaduct and cutting sce- 444
narios are the averaged values derived from both the western 445
half and the eastern half of CIR data, whereas the result in the 446
station scenario is only obtained by the eastern half of CIR(i) 447
data. It can be seen that the RMS AS experiences a gradual 448
growth with the distance in the viaduct and cutting scenarios, 449
which means that more clusters that cause the larger AS can 450
be identified as the distance increases. However, the RMS AS 451
remains almost stable in the station scenario. This is because 452
the train is always within the station where the scattering and 453
reflecting conditions are stationary. 454
To describe the variation of RMS AS, a double exponential 455
function and two linear functions are employed to fit the RMS 456
AS curves using the least square (LS) method in the viaduct, 457
cutting, and station scenarios, respectively, expressed as 458
θ ′ (d) =
{
x1ey1d + x2ey2d , viaduct
x1 + y1d, cutting/station. (15) 459
Then, a distance-dependent statistical model for the RMS AS 460
results is proposed as 461
θ (d) = θ ′ (d) + xσθ , (16) 462
where θ ′ (d) denotes the mean value of the RMS AS model, 463
x1, y1, x2 and y2 are the coefficients of the model, σθ indi- 464
cates the standard deviation of the model, and x represents 465
zero-mean Gaussian variable with the unit standard deviation. 466
The model parameters are listed in Table II. 467
Fig. 8 depicts the cumulative distribution function (CDF) 468
measurement and Normal fitting results of RMS AS in the 469
three scenarios. A detailed comparison of the statistical RMS 470
AS results in the RC and DC schemes for the viaduct, cutting, 471
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE STATISTIC RMS AS RESULTS IN DIFFERENT HSR SCENARIOS
Fig. 8. CDFs of RMS AS in viaduct, cutting and station scenarios.
station, D2a, agricultural area and hilly district scenarios is472
shown in Table III. It is observed that the mean value of473
RMS AS measured in the RC scheme is much smaller than474
the result obtained in the DC scheme. This confirms that the475
indoor environment of the train causes additional scattering476
and reflecting waves, leading to the larger AS. For the RC477
scheme, it is found that the RMS AS value in the station478
scenario is much higher than the results in the viaduct, cutting,479
and D2a scenarios. This is because the station causes more480
multipath components than the other scenarios. In addition,481
although 10% and 50% values of RMS AS in the viaduct482
scenario are respectively lower and higher than those in the483
cutting scenario, there are similar mean values and 90%484
values. This means that the measured viaduct scenario with the485
coverage of dense trees could have the equivalent propagation486
effect to the cutting scenario as a whole.487
D. Spatial Correlation488
Spatial correlation between different antenna elements at489
both ends of the individual link is a key parameter of perfor-490
mance evaluation in MIMO channels. In order to extract the491
spatial correlation, the wideband data are transformed into the492
narrowband data h (t) by making the complex sum of h (t, τ )493
over the delay domain. Then, applying Equation (4) to h (t),494
ρ12 and ρ13 that represent the correlation between h1 (t) and495
h2 (t) and the correlation between h1 (t) and h3 (t) can be496
obtained respectively.497
Fig. 9 depicts CDF results of ρ12 and ρ13 with the spacing498
of d12 = 0.22λ and d13 = 0.44λ in the viaduct and499
cutting scenarios and with the spacing of d12 = 0.25λ500
Fig. 9. CDFs of spatial correlation in viaduct, cutting and station scenarios.
TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF THE SPATIAL CORRELATION MODEL
and d13 = 0.5λ in the station scenario. It is observed that 501
the spatial correlation in the station scenario is apparently 502
lower than those in the viaduct and cutting scenarios. This 503
confirms that the scattering and reflecting components in the 504
station scenario are much richer. It can be also seen that 505
the correlation decreases as the antenna spacing increases 506
in the three scenarios. Furthermore, 35%∼45% values of 507
correlation are lower than 0.8 in the station scenario when 508
d ≤ 0.5λ, whereas up to 95% values are higher than 0.8 in 509
the viaduct and cutting scenarios. Thus, it is suggested that in 510
case of d ≤ 0.5λ, the multi-antenna techniques can be used 511
in the station scenario while it is not suitable in the viaduct 512
and cutting scenarios. 513
In most of the reported work, the spatial correlation and 514
the RMS AS are always separately considered. In fact, there 515
is a close relation between the spatial correlation and the 516
RMS AS, as illustrated in Fig. 10. It is noted that the spatial 517
correlation decreases with the increase of the RMS AS in the 518
three scenarios. In order to quantitatively describe the relation 519
of the two parameters, a RMS AS-based spatial correlation 520
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Fig. 10. RMS AS-dependent spatial correlation in different scenarios. (a) Viaduct. (b) Cutting. (c) Station.
model is established as521
ρ (θ) =
{
aθ2 + bθ + c + yσρ, viaduct/cutting
bθ + c + yσρ, station, (17)522
where, a, b, and c denote the model parameters, σρ indicates523
the standard deviation of the model, and y represents zero-524
mean Gaussian variable with the unit standard deviation. The525
model coefficients are listed in Table IV. Using the proposed526
spatial correlation model, it could be convenient to determine527
the spatial correlation coefficient based on the RMS AS value,528
and then it is possible to evaluate the MIMO performance529
depending on the RMS AS results.530
V. CONCLUSION531
This paper presents the analysis of the angular charac-532
teristics and spatial correlation in the HSR viaduct, cutting533
and station scenarios. The multi-antenna CIR data obtained534
according to the validated MVAA scheme and the SISO mea-535
surements are used for the spatial characterization. It is shown536
that the AOA estimated by the Unitary ESPRIT algorithm537
has a reasonable consistency with the theoretical result, and538
the derived PAS confirms the angular dispersion in the HSR539
channel. The angular dispersion is statistically characterized540
by the distance-based RMS AS model, and the statistical541
RMS AS results are compared in various HSR scenarios.542
It is also shown that when the antenna spacing is around543
0.5 wavelength, almost all spatial correlation values are higher 544
than 0.8 in the viaduct and cutting environments, however 545
up to 45% of the values are lower than 0.8 in the station 546
environment. Additionally, the proposed RMS AS-dependent 547
spatial correlation model is able to efficiently describe the 548
relationship between the angular dispersion and the spatial 549
correlation. These results will provide useful information 550
for channel modeling and performance evaluation in HSR 551
multi-antenna communication systems. 552
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